Application of Topology Optimization in Design of Stem Profile in Hip Implants using Finite Element Method
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Abstract: Appropriate design of stem shape is an important factor in total hip replacement. It affects the attachment of the implant to the bone and the stability of the implant. Using topology optimization, this study has been an attempt to propose an optimized model of the stem profile of the hip implants. In this regard, a three-dimensional finite element model of the implant has been combined with a stiffness-based topology optimization algorithm to reduce the relative motion between the implant and the bone. The objective function in the optimization problem is the compliance of the structure which should be minimized. Also, a constraint on usable volume is applied to the structure. Then smoothing process has been done on the optimal model to prevent its geometric complexities. Results show that the final model has a smaller weight, less displacement, and more uniform stress distribution. In addition, using conventional production methods, this model can be easily produced.
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INTRODUCTION

Every year a large number of hip replacement surgeries are performed all around the world. This considerable figure shows the necessity for designing and producing more capable implants. One of the problems of the hip implants is the looseness of them after the surgery. This problem is usually due to the inadequate Osseo integration between the implant and bone because of the factors such as inappropriate stress distribution in the implant. Several areas are effective in the design of the hip implants. The shape of the stem is an important issue to optimize the longevity and functionality of the hip replacement. Some researches have investigated the effect of geometrical factors in the design of hip implants. Kayabasi et al. analyzed four different stem shapes in order to achieve an optimal design of hip implants [1]. They examined different geometries with varying curvatures under static and dynamic loading using finite element method. Bennett et al. using finite element method compared the implants with circular and square cross-section [2]. The cross-section that comprised a circle in the medial end and a square at the lateral end was found to provide suitable design characteristics. Sabatini et al. analyzed several kinds of hip implants with different designs [3]. They found that hip stem profile with the trapezoid cross-section showed the lowest von Mises stress in most of the implant regions. Wang proposed a method for designing customized implants for the specific patient [4]. He used material-property analysis and fuzzy matter-element analysis to select the best structure and materials for the customized prosthesis.

Nowadays, many studies have been conducted in the field of topology and shape optimization to redesign implants and prostheses. Boyle et al., using topology optimization, could find the optimized shape of the hip implant [5]. They tried to pay attention to the implant behavior after surgery and during the bone healing. To this end, they performed the optimization process on a micro-level finite element model. Fraldi et al. used topology optimization in order to design hip implants [6]. By optimized design, they aimed to minimize the risk of implant fracture. In this regard, they tried to reduce stress concentration at the contact surfaces between the implant and the bone. Virulsri et al., using multi-objective shape optimization designed a hip implant by finite element method [7]. Changing different parameters related to the implant shape, they tried to perform an optimal design suitable for the physical requirements of Thai patients. Katoozian et al. tried to optimize the shape of the hip implant [8]. They tried to reduce relative motion between the implant and the bone. The main concept was to reach prostheses with a more rectangular cross-section. Tanino et al., combining the methods of sensitivity analysis and shape optimization, tried to offer an optimal design of the hip implant [9]. Using sensitivity analysis, at first, they identified the parameters that had a significant effect on the performance of the implant and, then, using shape optimization, obtained the optimal values of the parameters.

In previous research, different methods have been used to improve the stability of the implant. One of these solutions is the use of topology optimization to create some cavities within the implant. In this case, the bone grows and it moves into the cavities, but the implant strength is usually reduced and Osseo integration between the implant and the bone takes longer. Through using topology optimization, the current study aims at providing an optimal profile of the stem of the hip prostheses. In the first part of this study, finite element model of the implant was developed. Then, topology optimization technique was employed to generate an optimized profile of the stem according to femoral loads and constraints. After optimization, the smoothing process is done to reduce geometric complexity.

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Finite element method is widely used for modeling biomechanical processes and structures [10-11]. It is also a virtual alternative for clinical techniques and experiments [12]. The finite element model can then be used for topology optimization at next steps. ABAQUS is one of the most powerful finite element softwares. In this research, modeling and optimization processes are done in this software.

2.1 Modeling
2.1.1 Geometrical modeling
The performed model includes a femur and an implant. As previously mentioned, hip stem profile with the trapezoid cross-section showed the lowest von Mises stress in most of the implant regions. So, a hip implant with a straight stem and trapezoid cross-section is considered. There is a cornered shoulder on the lateral side as can be seen in “Fig. 1”.

Fig. 1 Hip profile.
Three-dimensional models of the implant, femur and their assembly are shown in “Fig. 2”.

Fig. 2 Three-dimensional model: (a): implant, (b): femur and (c): assemble.

2. 1. 2. Material properties
Despite the wide variety of biomaterials, titanium is still used largely in the orthopedic applications. This is mainly due to the appropriate tensile strength, low weight, and excellent corrosion resistance as well as the spontaneous creation of a passive oxide layer [13]. Owning to good properties of titanium alloys, Ti-6Al-4V has been used for implant material. Behaviors of the materials used in the finite element model were considered as isotropic linear elastic [3]. Mechanical properties of these materials can be seen in “Table 1”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Elastic Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Ultimate Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Poisson’s Ratio</th>
<th>Density (g/cm³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ti-6Al-4V</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortical bone</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. 1. 3. Loading conditions
The loading includes a 3000 N force that has been applied normal to the implant neck [3]. The negligible force of the tendons has been ignored and only the forces applied to the femur head have been considered. In order to prevent stress concentration, loading has been applied as a distributed load. The applied load is usually considered to be 0.5 to 4 times greater than the person’s weight. In order to include the effect of dynamic loads in static modeling, the amount of applied load is usually considered to be 4 times greater than the person’s weight [3]. Assuming that the weight of the person is 75 kg, a 3000 N force is applied.

2. 1. 4. Boundary conditions
To apply boundary conditions, all degrees of freedom of the nodes connected to the distal femur were fixed. In addition, the femur was constrained at the end of the proximal and near the greater trochanter. Figure 3 shows the boundary conditions of the finite element model. At the contact surfaces, frictional conditions with a coefficient of friction of 0.3 were applied.

Fig. 3 Loading and boundary conditions in the finite element model.

2. 1. 5. Meshing
The obtained model, using 5909 elements, was meshed. The types of used elements included 10-node quadratic tetrahedral element. In order to confirm the results of the analysis, mesh convergence should be evaluated. So, various analyses were performed with a different number of elements. Finally, the model meshed in such a way that the results were independent of the number of elements.

2. 2. Simulation Results
In order to evaluate the performance of the hip implant, von Mises stress was assessed at four important regions of the implant stem. These four regions include: 1) medial of proximal, 2) medial of distal, 3) lateral of distal, and 4) lateral of proximal. The location of these four regions is shown in “Fig. 4”.

Fig. 4 The location of the four investigated regions.
Von Mises stress distribution at the stem together with the values of stress in the four mentioned regions has been shown in “Fig. 5”. Stress values reported in these four regions are an average of the stress in the nodes of these regions.

![Stress Distribution Image](image.png)

**Fig. 5** Von Mises stress distribution at the stem.

Stress values are compared with the result of Sabatini et al. [3] in “Table 2”. Comparing these values, it can be seen that the results are in a good agreement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Present model</th>
<th>Region 2</th>
<th>Region 3</th>
<th>Region 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region 1</td>
<td>7.55</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>10.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 2</td>
<td>7.53</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>6.17</td>
<td>9.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in figure 5, stress distribution is non-uniform in the stem. The stress in the proximal end is more than the stress in the distal end. The stress in the middle part is much less than the stress in the proximal and distal end. The amount of stress has been increased in the distal and proximal parts, which is due to the stress concentration. The stress in the medial and lateral parts has also distributed non-uniformly. The amount of stress is low on the medial side, while it is high on the lateral side.

In general, according to the stem shape, mass distribution in the implant stem is in such a way that stress has not been distributed uniformly. Therefore, in some areas of the stem, where there is no high stress, the material can be removed. In other words, by changing the implant design, mass can be distributed in accordance with the stress distribution. Based on the performed modeling and using topology optimization technique, the aim of this study is to propose an optimal profile of the stem with more efficiency.

### 3 TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION

Topology optimization is a mathematical approach that determines the optimal material distribution for a part [14]. In this approach, the basic shape of the part is given to the algorithm and some regions are removed from the original part. This study is an attempt to use topology optimization technique in designing the stem profile in the hip implants. The optimal design has been performed to achieve an implant with a smaller volume, less displacement, and a more uniform stress distribution.

#### 3.1 Topology Optimization Algorithm

Topology optimization is an approach to optimize the material layout. It generates new conceptual designs by modifying material distributions [14]. It has been widely used for designing structures and materials for desirable mechanical performance and physical properties [15]. After completing the finite element model and making sure about the model results, it can be used for optimization. The goal of topological optimization is to find the best use of material for a body to maximize its performance subject to given constraints.

Solid Isotropic Microstructure with Penalization (SIMP) algorithm which is implemented in ABAQUS was used for optimization. Starting from the base idea offered by the homogenization method, SIMP algorithm adjusts the density and stiffness of the design variables while trying to minimize the objective function and satisfy the constraints.

In the stiffness-based topology optimization algorithms, similar to what is used in this research, the strain energy is used as objective function to maximize the global stiffness [16]. In a finite element model, the compliance of a structure is defined as the sum of the strain energy of all the elements, \( u^T K u \) for linear models, where \( u \) is the displacement vector and \( K \) is the global stiffness matrix. Compliance or flexibility is the inverse of the stiffness and minimizing the compliance in the finite element model is equivalent to maximizing the global stiffness of the model.

In an optimization problem, the design variables represent the parameters to be changed during the optimization. In topology optimization, the densities of the elements in the design area are changed during each iteration of the optimization and couples the stiffness of each element with the density. SIMP is a “soft-kill” algorithm. In this method, a variable called pseudo-density is defined. This variable, \( x_j \), which varies between zero and one, specifies the deletion or existence of the \( j^{th} \) element.

\[
x_j = \frac{\rho_j}{\rho_0}
\]  

(1)
Where $\rho_j$ is the density of the $j$th element, $\rho_0$ is the density of the base material, and $x_j$ is the pseudo-density of the $j$th element. As can be seen in Table 1, the value of $\rho_0$ is 4.4 for Ti-6Al-4V.

Design variables in the optimization problem are the pseudo-density of the elements. These variables are gathered in a vector and represent the vector of design variables. In this research, the number of elements that determines the number of design variables is 5909.

As mentioned before, the objective function is the compliance of the structure which should be minimized. A constraint on usable volume is applied to the structure. If the volume constraint does not apply to the optimization problem, optimization algorithm simply fills the entire design area with material. So the optimization problem can be expressed as:

Objective function: $c(x) = u^T Ku = \sum_{j=1}^{n} u_j^T k_j(x_j) u_j$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

Constraints: $\sum_{j=1}^{n} x_j v_j \leq V_0 \quad 0 \leq x_j \leq 1 \quad j = 1, 2, 3, ..., n$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where $c(x)$ is the compliance of the finite element model, $V_0$ is the initial volume which is 28703.6 mm$^3$ in this model, and $n$ is the number of the elements.

### 3.2 Finite Element Topology Optimization
After completing the finite element model and making sure about the model results, it is used for topology optimization. Optimization is an iterative process that updates the design variables, executes an analysis of the modified model, and reviews the results to determine if an optimized solution has been reached. Each optimization iteration is called a design cycle.

"Fig. 6" indicates how the optimization algorithm tries to minimize objective function while satisfying the constraints. It can be used as a diagnostic tool to view the progression of the optimization after each design cycle and to determine if the optimization is converging on a solution.

In the optimization process, it is expected that the mass is eliminated from the fewer stress areas. In Figure 5, it was shown that stress in the distal part is less than the proximal part. Moreover, stress on the medial side is less than the lateral side. Evaluation of the optimal model shows that the removed areas have been started from the medial side of the distal area and continued to the middle area of the stem. In this regard, it is expected that reducing the volume of the part does not reduce its strength.

### 3.3 Smoothing Process
Topology optimized model should be such that the implant can be produced easily. Therefore, after topology optimization, smoothing process has been carried on the optimal model. The modified model is so that can be produced by the conventional processes and is shown in "Fig. 8". Details of the optimized model which have changed in comparison with the original model have been dimensioned in Figure 8 (part b). Other dimensions of the optimized model are similar to the original model.

As can be seen, optimization process was performed over 16 cycles. “Fig. 7” shows the optimized model. The volume of the optimal model has decreased up to 16% compared to the initial model.
It is worth noting that the final optimized model, which is achieved by smoothing process, is a little more complex than the original model but can be produced by the conventional methods.

4 DISCUSSION

The final model was re-analyzed by the finite element method. “Fig. 9” shows von Mises stress distribution at the stem before and after the optimization. As can be seen, the values of von Mises stress have become close to each other in the four mentioned regions. In other words, stress has been distributed more uniformly in the optimized model. Therefore, volume reduction not only has not increased stress in the implant but also has decreased the maximum stress value. “Fig. 10” shows displacement distribution at the stem before and after the optimization. Comparison of the displacement values in both models shows that displacement of all four regions has been decreased in the optimal model. Moreover, the maximum displacement in the implant has decreased compared with the initial model. Thus, reducing the volume of the implant not only has not increased its displacement but also has increased it in the optimal model. Reduced displacement prevents the loosening of the implant and increases its stability inside the bone. The process to reach the final model is shown in “Fig. 11”.

As can be seen, the final model, in addition to better performance, does not have much complexity. Selecting strain energy as the objective function led to more strength and less displacement in the implant. On the other hand, in decreasing the volume, those areas were removed which endure less stress. Thus, stress values became closer in the remaining areas. In other words, by choosing strain energy as the objective function, the process of volume reduction led to a more uniform stress distribution.
5 CONCLUSION

An optimal profile of the stem of hip implant was offered in this study. To this end, at first, a finite element model of the implant’s initial design was prepared. Then, using topology optimization, an optimal design of the implant was tried to be achieved. In the optimization process, strain energy was considered as the objective function and volume reduction as the constraint function. In this process, volume reduction continued until the part strength had not reduced. After doing topology optimization, the model was modified in order to reduce its complexity and facilitate the production process. The results showed that the optimal model is up to 16% lighter than the original model. Moreover, stress was distributed more uniformly in the optimal model and displacement was reduced in the important regions.
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